
CFS 39  Item V.c   Addressing policy gaps and emerging issues   - Indicative List 
 
Two broad headings : 
 

-   Themes of work to be undertaken by the HLPE in the biennium 2014-15 
-   Activities for CFS Program of Work in the biennium 2014-15 

 
Gaps and issues for the HLPE 
 

-  2014 
 - Sustainable Food Consumption and FSN (including food losses and waste) 
 - Sustainable Fisheries and FSN (integrating FSN and sustainability) 
 - Emerging issues in FSN for CFS action ** 

-  2015 
 - Water and FSN 
 - (Emerging Issue as identified by HLPE in 2014) 

 
-  Possible Future Consideration 

 - Scientific dialogue and research for FSN and Climate Change ; Genetic resources and 
     FSN : Landscape approaches and FSN ; Agro-ecology and FSN 
  
Possible agenda  items  for the CFS 40, biennium  2014 -15 and possibly beyond. 

 
 - Identification of emerging issues in food security and nutrition and their prioritization in 

     a strengthened CFS ; 
  -  Food Sovereignty ; 
  -  Identification of impediments to small holder access to rural finance and markets ; 
  -  Development of guidelines on how to implement multi-stakeholder food security 
     assessments at country level ; 
 - Undertake a series of deliberations identifying the role of the CFS as a facilitator in   

   country-initiated assessments on sustainable food production and food security and 
     nutrition ; 

- Development of guidelines on the implementation of cross-sectoral linkages for 
      sustainable  agricultural development at the community level ; 
   - Review the impediments to the development of off-farm income generation  
      opportunities for small holders ; 

- Study of the phenomena of rural youth in migration : 
   - Forests and the environments ; 
   - Study on the importance of pulses in the modern diet 
   - 2016 Year of Pulses (CFS to recommend to FAO) 
   - CFS to approve session for CFS 40 on progress made in the implementation of the 

Right to Food Guidelines at its 10 year mark 
 
             

 


